Videotex turnkey system, interface, software offered
The Genesys Group has introduced three products-a turnkey system, an IBM interface, and PDP-I I-based software-for use with Telidon, the videotex system operated by the Canadian Department of Communications.
The Genesystem 18 turnkey system, the smallest in a series of models, is a fully integrated, operational Telidon videotex system. Compatible with the recently announced ATT presentation-level protocol, the system's functional capabilities include data base updates, retrieval, accounting, and electronic publishing. Optional features include teleshopping, telebanking, BN wire service, and keyword search.
A system supporting 16 simultaneous users, including all software, hardware (not terminals), and documentation sells for $58,950. Shipping, installation, and support are extra.
The IBM/Telidon interface, designed to be compatible with the ATT presentation-level protocol for videotex, is capable of displaying graphics on suitably modified television sets.
The interface allows conventional IBM EDP installations to develop electronic publishing systems as a timesharing option of their current mainframe operations. The interface consists of a library of subroutines used to convert conventional EDP data to Telidon formats and to either display the data directly on the Telicon terminals or update videotex data bases.
The package sells for $5000, plus a royalty on use, with installation extra.
Fully operational and supported the PDP-I -based Telidon videotex software supports up to 64 simultaneous data base retrievals, and updating, accounting, and electronic publishing. The average response times in retrieval mode at 64 terminal load is under 2.25 seconds.
The software, which runs under RSX I IM V3.2 with RMS and Datatrieve, is available under licenses in object form with user documentation. The purchase price is $21,000, plus 2 percent monthly maintenance fee. Installation is extra.
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Pragmatic Designs' Inspector 100/8, a computer-controlled test system for programming, verifying, and copying EPROMs, can program up to 8 EPROMs at a time. It can also be used with most industry-standard 24-and 28-pin EPROMs. The complete system is composed of the TM-8 test head, programming monitor software, and the Inspector-100 general-purpose microcomputer controller, which consists of a 4 MHz Z-80 microprocessor, dual 8" floppy disks with up to 512K of data storage, 32K of RAM, and a full-sized computer terminal. The system runs the CP/M operating system. The 1-100/8 is priced at S10,950, and the TM-8 and monitor software for use with existing Pragmatic Design systems costs S3450. 
Raster graphics terminal eliminates anti-aliasing
The AED767 full-color raster graphics terminal helps solve the problem of jagged lines in raster-generated images with a built-in antialiasing capability. Anti-aliasing is accomplished within the AED767's firmware at draw time.
Manufactured by Advanced Electronics Design, Inc., the terminal enables the user to create a variety of anti-aliased drawings without prior processing by the host computer. Because anti-aliasing is performed at the local level, the company says, computer processing time is reduced and the host computer is allowed to handle other processing tasks.
The jagged lines occur when the resolution of a graphics device is less than the resolution characteristics of the object being displayed. Anti-aliasing is an attempt to solve this problem through optical means. AED blends the vectors into the background through a process called "ramping." It involves a transition from one color to another in degrees, so that the two colors blend. As a result, the edges of the objects displayed appear smooth rather than "stepped" or jagged.
The AED767 features a lKx IKx8 virtual address space, with a 768 x 575 viewing window. This allows the user to display the maximum amount of information on the screen at any given moment. The AED767 terminal also has a variable-intensity, blue-line reference grid for layout applications, as well as ellipse and arc generators, and stipple-filled rectangle and polygon-fill functions.
Other standard features include 256 simultaneously displayable colors from a pallette of 16.8 million, continuous joystick panning, up to 42K bytes of RAM/ROM, support of two serial RS-232 ports and one parallel interface, and emulation of the Tektronix 4010 family for compatibility with many existing programs. In addition, the terminal may be used with a digitizing tablet, as well as all hard-copy devices having a standard RS-170 interface.
AED767 prices start at $18,000, depending on the number of memory planes desired.
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Software package facilitates computer-assisted mail North County Computer Services has announced an "electronic mail" software package for DEC computers that use the RSTS operating system. Intecom's computer-assisted correspondence management and calendar scheduling capability makes it possible to exchange messages among designated users of any RSTS system and note each transaction in the user's "in," "out," and "hold" baskets.
Intecom supports multiple-user domains, group sending, message forwarding and replying, dated-message sending, message suspensing, selective-message archiving, hard-copy queueing, message key-word labeling, message query and personal calendar scheduling, and on-line Help.
Intecom includes its own virtual text editor, or it may be used with existing RSTS editors. It supports a variety of terminal types, including the DEC VT-series.
Intecom is available now for a single CPU license fee of $2880.
Reader Service Number 37 With the V5000's voice response capability, spoken words are digitized, compressed and stored, and immediately available for playback. The V5000 is user-programmable, allowing the user to record or update the vocabulary on-line.
When the digitized voice is played back via the voice store and forward feature, the speaker's identity and intonations are clearly identifiable at all but the lowest bit rate, the company states. The user can balance reproduction quality with storage requirements to select a bit rate ranging from 1200 to 9600 bps. This selection is made by pressing two buttons on the control panel.
The V5000 also incorporates speaker-dependent recognition technology, which has been available on the VIOOO development system. The unit recognizes individual words, phrases, or commands in any language by comparing the spoken word to a stored vocabulary template. The system may be used to enter data, activate machines, or control remote processes.
A stand-alone development system, the V5000 contains its own processing power, logic, and memory. It may be used as a selfcontained system, or it may be interfaced with a host processor for applications requiring large vocabularies and extensive voice response.
The portable unit contains one million bits of RAM and consists of an 11 ' x 18" top control panel with 80 word buttons and 18 control keys.
A maximum of 256 double-trained words can be serviced for recognition. This number exhausts the unit's logic capacity, but not its memory. When the system is functioning at its recognition limit, approximately 70 seconds remain available for voice response, assuming a bit rate of 4800 bps. If the system is used for voice response only, and not for recognition, 200 seconds are available at 4800 bps.
All three speech technologies can be implemented on OEM boards. Standard boards are available with all three technologies, or with recognition only, voice response only, or voice store and forward only.
The V5000 is priced at $5000, the V4000 at $4000. OEM boards cost $2000. Delivery is 30 days ARO, and warranty terms are 90 days labor and material.
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A triple central-processor multiprocessing capability has been introduced by Digital Equipment Corporation forits DECsystem-10 mainframes. Called triple symmetric multiprocessing, or SMP, it enhances the company's dual SMP configuration and represents a growth pattern for DEC mainframe installations with increasing workloads.
In symmetric multiprocessing, computer systems are interconnected so that memory and operating systems are shared equally. A triple SMP configuration employs three DECsystem-1091 central processors, a minimum 1024K, 36-bit words of memory, three high-capacity disks, up to 512 terminal lines, and SMP software.
InstallationswithasingleDECsystem-1091, or a dual-system SMP configuration can be upgraded to triple SMP by adding processors and triple SMP software. A triple SMP installation can support up to 250 active jobs.
All three processors run under a single copy of In the event of a central processor failure, SMP can reconfigure the operational central processors dynamically. The software can also reconfigure the system to adapt for channel, controller, or disk port malfunctions.
SMP provides automatic and dynamic load balancing. All central processors work from a single job queue and a common-queued input/output protocol. The single-job queue arrangement enables the central processors to respond to the total job load, resulting in maximum overall throughput. The SMP input/ output protocol handles requests independent of the physical location of files and devices. The price of an upgrade option from dual to triple SMP starts at $440,000.
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Engineering graphics system is used for design problems
Created for electronic-circuit and PCB designers, Hewlett-Packard's Engineering Graphics System/45 software product is available as a complete package or as individual modules: a general drawing core, a schematic drawing module, or a PCB layout module. These modules are compatible with the HP 9845 family of desktop computer systems.
With the general drawing core module, the designer can create engineering drawings with lines, circles, rectangles, polygons, arcs, and text via user-definable screen menus. Groups of primitives can be named, added to the menu, and stored on mass media as recallable library parts. These parts can then be scaled, rotated, or mirrored when being added to a subsequent drawing.
Screen editing commands allow copying, repeating, or moving objects on the CRT screen, as well as stretching lines, zooming, panning, and other functions. In addition, the designer can specify line width, selectively displaying or plotting layers and grouping sets of parts for storage and reuse.
Some general drawing core applications include producing overhead slides, schedules, floor plans, and simple mechanical drawings. This core is required to use the other modules.
The PCB layout module supports interactive layout or digitizing of multilayer boards up to 32" x 32" with one mil resolution. It then automatically generates tooling outputs used in PCB manufacturing.
The schematic drawing module, combined with the general drawing core, produces electronic schematics and automatically generates material lists. Common electronic symbols are supplied as library parts.
Users can also write their own routines in Basic to process drawings created by the general drawing core or either of the modules. When written according to design rules, these user routines fit with the program structure and appear to be additional EGS/45 modules.
The complete EGS/45 software package is priced at $10,000. Individual modules and the right to reproduce the package are also available. Delivery is six weeks ARO.
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Disk system for IBM personal computer uses 3741 format Instor Corporation has introduced the Instor/801, a floppy disk system for the IBM personal computer using the IBM Diskette I basic data exchange format.
With the Instor/801 and IBM's asynchronous communications adaptor card, the IBM personal computer can read and write an 8" IBM 3741 format diskette. This diskette is then compatible with any computer that uses the 3741 format.
The Instor/801 sells for $2000 complete with interfacing software. An additional feature is power-up configurability, which allows functional modules to be plugged into the system without making any software changes. According to the company, a virtually unlimited number of plug-in options could be designed into a 9900/99000 application using Advanced Microprocessor Pascal.
Advanced Microprocessor Pascal is intended to address the real-time processing needs of controllers. The product line is based on a modular concept that allows system designers to functionally partition complex systems by interconnecting building blocks of hardware and component software to suit the application requirements.
Prices for the software are $3200 for the floppy diskette; $3500 for the DS31, DSIO hard disk; and $3900 for the T25, T50 hard disk.
Reader Service Number 56 Bubble memory system to decrease power consumption Wavetek's Model 1084 digital display generator has three operating modes: CW, A F, and full sweep. Frequency in the CW mode is set by a 10-turn potentiometer and displayed with a resolution of 1 MHz on a 3½2-digit display. In the A F mode, center frequency is selected by the potentiometer; the sweep-width range of 500 kHz to 1000 MHz is controlled by a 100-MHz/step selector and a 100-MHz vernier. In the full sweep mode the start frequency is 3.5 GHz and the stop frequency is 4.5 GHz. The Model 1084 has an output power range of + 13 to -60 dBm. The unit also features a dB/step attenuator and an 11-dB vernier for continuous adjustment of output. The selling price is $2795, with delivery in 90 days ARO.
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A magnetic-bubble mass-storage memory system is now available for DEC LSI-1 1 microcomputers.
According to the system's manufacturer, the Bubble-Tec division of PC/M, solid-state bubble-memory systems are usable in environments where mechanical disk-memory drives are unsuitable and where the relatively high storage capacity of a disk system is not required.
The bubble-memory system is designed to operate two to ten times faster than a floppy disk, decrease power consumption, and improve system reliability.
The system consists of a dual-height controller module (the QBC-1 I Bubbl-Control), and one or more dual-height, bubble-memory modules (the QBB-I I Bubbl-Board). The QBC-1 1 controller contains its own Z-80 microprocessor and is capable of controlling up to 16 QBB-I I bubble-memory modules. The microprocessor handles bubbledevice formatting and control, interfaces the bubble-memory system to the LSI -II bus structure, and provides for both soft-and hard-error detection and correction.
The bubble-memory system is compatible with all DEC software for the LSI -11, including the RT-11 operating system. A built-in RT-1 I bootstrap is included on-board and no other hardware is required to make the bubble-memory system act as either a system or nonsystem mass storage device. To user software, the bubble-memory system acts like a standard DEC floppy disk with a faster operating speed, according to the company.
The controller also contains built-in selfdiagnostics to simplify field maintenance of the bubble-memory system. Each QBB-1 I bubble-memory module uses one LSI-I I chassis slot and contains 128K bytes of storage. Access time to the first data byte averages less than 6 ms, and data are transferred to or from the host system at a rate of more than 400,00 bits per second. Power consumption for a typical system is less than 15 watts, with +5-volt and +12-volt power required.
The QBC-I I is priced at $547 and the QBB-1I at $1490, both in quantities of 10.
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